Replenishing the water tanks
The burn at the rear of the allotment is accessed via a padlocked gate. You need a key for the padlock
which is on the chicken key ring. You need wellies in case you need to wade into the burn.
Left Hand Communal Shed
 Red Honda Pump – on shelf under window. COMBINATION 1818
 Pump hose – hung on shed wall to the right as you walk in.
 Key to fuel safe – on nail hook below window sill.
BEFORE REMOVING THE PUMP FROM THE SHELF – check oil level and record on form to the
left of the window *
Take pump and hose and pop into a wheelbarrow. Unlock fuel safe and take a fuel tank (green – which
is unleaded) and a small transfer bottle. Also take the empty lemonade bottle. Take all five (and a key!)
to the duck pond ready to move down to the burn.
You will pass a water tap on the way to the burn – fill the lemonade bottle with water. If the taps have
run dry then you will need to wade into the burn.
There are two O ring seals attached to the pump. Insert one into each of the hoses to create an air tight
seal. REMEMBER TO BE CAREFUL TAKING THE HOSES OFF LATER – do not lose the seals.
The small hose (from the shed) is for drawing water out of the burn and is attached to the bottom inlet.
The long hose – which has been fed through the fence down to the burn – is for the top outlet. Take
care to a) remember to put the O ring in each connector and b) do not cross-thread when tightening.
The other end of the shorter hose is then TOTALLY SUBMERGED in the burn. There must be no air
in the system.
Once the two hoses are connected and the intake is submerged in the burn use the lemonade bottle to
prime the pump. Pour the water into the very top of the pump (black screwcap) until it overflows. The
black screw cap is then screwed back on the pump tightly (not too tight though) DO NOT CROSS
THREAD. Fill the petrol tank.





There is a red On/Off switch…turn it to the on position.
There is a choke – if the weather is warm leave it closed (down) – if cold open it (up) until the
running engine is warm.
There is a speed control – set it to slow (tortoise).
There is a primer bulb (below the choke) that needs 4/5 pushes to get fuel to the combustion
chamber.

Start the pump…it will vibrate on the ground.
When the engine is warm and the choke is closed increase the speed to max (minus a little bit).
Make sure the pump does not move too far when vibrating…a few stones will help
The fuel cap must not be too tight – air is needed in the fuel tank. But the vibration of the pump may
cause the cap to completely come off…trial and error with tightness of cap or get a stick to wedge
against the cap to prevent motion.
Completely drain all tanks in November or after first frost– announce this to the committee so they can
advise all plot holders.
Completely fill in early spring. There are three tanks at the foot of the allotment which are replenished
using the taps.
* If the oil needs topping up please use the correct oil <detailed here>

Putting the pump away
The pump runs for about 40 minutes on one tank of petrol. Revisit from time to time
and replenish the petrol tank as necessary.
Obviously caution is required when replenishing the petrol tank. The pump casing
will be hot and any fuel (and fumes) could ignite. Personally I make sure the pump is
not running when I refill or top up the tank.
When the water tanks are full (or when you are bored and need to be off) then the
following (somewhat obvious) steps should be taken.
 CAREFULLY disconnect the lower hose and retrieve the O RING, placing it
on the wire attached to the pump.
 Retrieve the lower hose from the burn, it will drain of water through gravity 
 Stand on higher ground and push your finger into the inlet aperture and open
the non-return valve. Water will gush out thus emptying the upper hose.
 Once all water has drained from the upper hose CAREFULLY disconnect it
and retrieve the O RING, putting it with the first.
 Take the pump and the smaller hose back to the wheelbarrow with any
containers and fuel tanks.
 Feed the longer hose back up the steps and into the pond area
 Close and LOCK the boundary gate.
 Close and latch the pond gate.
 Return everything in the wheelbarrow to where you found it.

